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W48 FULL IMAGE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTAL EMISSIONS FROM 

AN ECJXELLE SPECTROGRAPH. 

William A. Spencer, Westinghouse Savannah River Company, DOE Savannah River Site, 

Building 773-414 R172, Aiken, SC 29808 

Abstract 

A new algorithm compares the background corrected echelle emission image obtained from 

reference standards to images of unknowns for quantitative elemental analyses. Wavelength was 

not used in the calculations but pixel position and intensity. The data reduction solution was unique 

to the particular detector/ spectrometer. The approach was found useful for several types of images 

including ICP, DCP and glow discharge images. The analysis scheme required that the emission 

pattern of standards and background be held in memory. A dual weighting scheme was used that 

decreased the importance of pixels in high background areas and enhanced the importance of 

signals from pixels where the standards had emissions. Threshold values were used to limit the 

calculations to signals in the linear range of the electronics. Logarithmic weighting, (by taking the 

square root), was found to work well for weighting pixels from the standards. This assured that 

minor emissions had some influence on the data fit. In the program the best-fit scalar was 

determined using simple iterative guess, change and test approaches. The test looked for the 

min ium least square residual value in the areas of the flagged pixels. 
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Introduction 

The Westinghouse Savannah River Technology Center (SRTC) helps the Department of 

Energy develop processes to treat radioactive waste. The analytical samples involved in this work 

often contain significant quantities of aluminum, iron, and uranium as well as significant amounts 

of alkali, alkaline earth and other transition metals. The resulting spectra are highly complex and 

prone to line interferences. As a result significant effort is expended to find the optimum 

wavelength to analyze elements of interest and correct for background emissions. In the worst 

cases we must use separation chemistries to isolate the elements ffom interferences or confirm 

analyses with secondary methods. Both of these latter approaches make analyses expensive and 

reporting of results slow. 

Recently SRTC modified a Thermo Jarrell Ash IRIS spectrograph for use in a radioactive 

environment. An optical fiber was added to remote the spectrograph fiom the optical emission 

source'. The laboratory has used this system to conveniently obtain spectra ffom ICP, DCP, and 

glow-discharge sources. Unlike previous ICP systems that collect only emissions from a few 

selected locations using a fixed wavelength polychromators, this new system obtains the full 

emission spectrum and enables the possibility of using multiple wavelength or image analysis 

instead of the normal analysis of single emission lines. 

The standard emission image-reduction package does not take full advantage of the 

available spectrum. The package tends to analyze the data in the same manor as originally done 

when photomulplier tubes were used. The software masks away most of the emission data from the 
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array detector and just monitors the pixels surrounding single emission lines. Figure 1 show a full 

image with the pixel masks highlighted. Data outside of the masks is simply zeroed. Key 

diagnostic information about nebuliition and plasma condition is often lost; e.g. oxygen, argon and 

hydrogen lines are masked, but provide information on nebulization and power. The added 

redundancy and benefit of multiple emissions ftom a single element has been recognized. Bremer, 

Vats and Zande? recently discussed how monitoring weak and strong emissions lines 

simultaneously could be used to extend the dynamic range of practical analyses. 

Theory [Data Reduction Approach] 

In this study we wanted to approach the analysis of elemental composition as a pattern- 

matching problem. This approach has some distinct advantages. First, conventional systems only 

detect the elements that are individually examined but we can use a pattern approach to remove the 

background and known elements to reveal unknown elements. The unknowns stand out in the 

remainiig residuals. 

The spectrum is assumed to be a sum of the images ftom the elemental sources and the 

background plasma [which contains the argon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, molecular, and 

continuum emissions]. 

Unknown-Image = CaiStd-Imagei + bjBackground-Plasma-Image 
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where ai is the scale factor for each standard, bj is an optional background scaler, 

normally set at unity. 

Second, the approach makes uses of the redundancy obtained fiom the multiple emission 

lines of a single element. That is a reference elemental image is used rather than a single elemental 

line. 

Limitations 

We assumed for this study that the spectral images would be stable in position, i.e. spectral 

drift due to thermal changes was minor. We also assumed that storing, retrieving, and comparing an 

unknown spectrum to a library of stored reference elemental patterns could be done in a reasonable 

time with today’s fast computers. We did not attempt to break up the background into patterns for 

water from the nebulizer, argon emissions, or molecular emissions. 

The TJA IRIS uses an echelle spectrograph. The spectrum is imaged on a two dimensional 

512 x 512 pixel CIDTEC array detector. To cover a significant spectral range, [190-850 nm], the 

optics were designed to tightly image the orders onto the 25 micron pixels. The orders are only 

about 3 pixels high At higher wavelengths, above 450 nm, the orders begin to overlap. As a result 

at higher wavelengths there is always uncertainty in the actual wavelength being viewed by a given 

pixel. That is, a pixel will detect the radiation fiom the overlapping orders. Light scattering is a 

problem at the higher wavelengths. However we knew that wavelength was not absolutely needed 

for valid analyses as long as the emissions location stayed constant. 
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Emission images fkom the TJA echelle system look l i e  astronomical images of star clusters. 

Figure 2 shows the emission spectrum of a typical waste glass composition before and after 

background subtraction. Because of the star like image characteristics, SRTC began to look at what 

astronomers do to process images. An Internet search soon revealed that astronomers use. echelle 

spectrographs to obtain emission spectra of stars. They have excellent image and echelle processing 

software, have released their codes to the public domain, as well as provided complete 

documentation. Of special note is the description in the European Southern Observatories MIDAS 

image analyses manual, which describes steps to process an echelle spectral image taken on a CCD 

camera3. Another important contribution is the work by Peter Stetson, who developed a “point 

spread function” [PSF] for measuring intensities of single stars in a crowded star field. The 

DAOPHOT program precisely fits an emission peak using a data model to measure the intensity. 

Davis described Stetson’s approach in the National Optical Astronomy Observatories image 

analysis guide to IRAF/DAOPHO?, ’. Stetson’s work is also discussed in the MIDAS manual. 

Both the IRAF and MIDAS image processing packages are designed for UNIX systems and 

much of the source code is written in FORTRAN makiig it not directly applicable to the Microsoft 

Widows/ C + +  environments being used in our laboratories. Still the concepts of image processing 

and background removal were applicable. 

The astronomers remove sky background fkom the images, which is somewhat equivalent to 

removing the emission spectra continuum fiom the ICP emission image. They fit a star in a 

crowded star field, which is equivalent to precisely measuring the emission intensities while 
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correcting for the background overlap of adjacent peaks. Unlike background correction in 

conventional emission spectra the astronomers process the data in two dimensions taking into 

account radial interferences rather than just horizontal ones. [Vertical interferences are fiequently 

encountered in the TJA echelle spectrum but poorly accounted for by COnVentiOMl background 

correction schemes that simply look at the horizontal wavelengths on each side of a peak.] The 

astronomers also tend to design echelle spectrometers that do not have overlapping orders. They 

use larger arrays, bigger computers, and take weeks to study a single emission image, Some 

beautiful thorium arc lamp emission images are provided in the MIDAS documentation. 

Experimental 

Full fiame spectral images were taken with a fiber optic modified Therm0 Jarrell Ash IRIS 

spectrometer'. This spectrometer was normally connected to an ICP emission source. The current 

system uses a 40.68 MHz 1600 watt power source fiom Advanced Energy Systems, (model RFPP 

16 L), with an in-house constructed remoted torch box. The source was connected to the 

spectrometer using 4 meters of 600 micron solarize resistant quartz fiber fiom Polymicro Tech., Inc. 

Phoenix, AZ. The fiber allows signals to be detected to 190 nm but severe signal loss begins 

around 230 nm. Figures 3 and 4 show the current instrumentation. 

Some images were taken with a demountable, in-house-built, glow-discharge, graphite, 

hollow cathode. Samples are placed in the cathode cavity. A DCP plasma unit that was built from 

parts fiom a Spectrametrics 111 plasma source obtained fiom Sherba Analytical Lab Products, Inc., 

New Port Richey, Fla. was used. Some images were taken with experimental spectrometers using 

Hamamatsu and Apogee CCD cameras. 
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The TJA spectrograph was temperature controlled and purged with argon. Temperature was 

controlled to 0.1 degree F using a flat RTD sensor fiom Omega, Inc, that could be cemented to the 

spectrometer. Failure to control to that level caused significant spectral drift during a day’s run. 

Room temperature was rarely controlled to better than 3 degrees F. The spectrometer covered 

emissions fiom 190-850 nm with approximately 0.01 nm resolutiodpixel at 250 nm Twenty-five 

and fifty micron pinholes were used for entrance optics and the fiber butted against the pinhole. 

To read back and process the stored images, new image processing code was written using 

Microsoft Visual C++ and the Microsoft Windows foundation classes on a Windows NT system. 

Code was maintained to the latest releases. The software used in this study is available at 

htt~://uww.srs.~ov/aeneral/cml/srs-98-525c.html. The program name is called CIDA and is presently being 

treated as shareware allowing 30 days of fiee usage. At least 32 MB of memory is required and 64 

MB is needed for optimum performance. A Pentium 300 MHz machine is recommended. The code 

is 32 bit and requires Microsoft 95,98, NT or NT5/2000 operating systems. 

Mike Piled of TJA provided the necessary header files to read the TJA image. Hamamatsu 

and Apogee CCD provided information to read their cameras as well. 

In the new program the raw image is stored in a 16-bit binary data array. This array is 

converted to double floating point array for data processing. Up to 5 images are manipulated in 

active memory. To provide a continuous visual display to the end user, an 8 bit 256 color array is 

created and maintained as a scaled image of the current working data set. It is updated 
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automatically after each data array manipulation or change in working data set. This visual window 

may be saved in the Microsoft BMP format and may be zoomed, colored, and brighten or darken 

without changing the worlung data. 

Working data is stored in either a binary 16-bit format or in a simple FITS data format’. 

rThe Flexible Image Transport System, or FITS, is the format adopted by the astronomical 

community for data interchange”, see httu://fits.gsfc.nas.gov/fits home.html]. Code was also added 

which stored data in a Mathworks, (Natick, MA), MAT data format. This allowed data to be used 

by the MATLAB program 

Because of the convenience and speed of working directly in the Windows Visual C++  and 

foundation class environment most data manipulation and imaging code were directly written into 

the program A National Instruments Component Works ActiveX graphic component, cwui.ocx, 

was used for charthg and displaying trend data. 

Reference images of standards were obtained by analysis of pure standards obtained fiom 

High Purity Standards, Charleston, SC. Figure 5 shows a reference aluminum spectrum that has 

been background corrected. This standard had traces of calcium from previous laboratory 

operations. Note that the image indicates the UV cutoff of the fibers as a change in the background 

gray level. 
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Results and Discussion 

Several factors such as detection thresholds and data weighting schemes had to be 

determined in the initial stages of this project. Many of these factors required a trial and error 

approach. For initial studies spectra of a 2 percent nitric acid blank solution as well as spectra of 

different levels of a pure single element standard in the same 2 percent nitric solution were 

collected. A reference spectrum of the standard was obtained by subtracting the blank fiom the 

standard spectrum to obtain the spectrum of the reference element. Figure 6 shows that popup for 

doing this operation in the program. A library of standards was created. Figure 7 shows the 

spectrum of calcium standard. 

A scheme was developed to determine the pixels in the standard that should be used for 

pattern matching. Two thresholds were required, a lower limit that clearly distinguishes signal from 

noise and an upper l i t  that distinguishes the signal from saturation points. Because we wanted the 

model to be simple and fast we wanted data to be in a first order linear scale range which M h e r  

limited the upper range. The total standard image was stored but only values meeting the thresholds 

were used in determining a fit parameters. 

Having the reference pattern we then attempted to develop a fit algorithm. The initial 

algorithm sought a direct scalar value that would minimize the least squares difference between the 

unknown sample spectrum and the reference standard spectrum at the pixels marked for 

measurements. Figure 8 shows residuals after fitting calcium and magnesium standards. Figures 9 

lists the code for calculation the residuals. 
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Three approaches to find the best fit were tested. The simplest was a fixed step increment. 

The algorithm began with a small estimate of the scalar. The scalar was incremented by a small 

step and a fit again. Figure 10 shows a plot of the residuals versus the scalar value when fitting a 

manganese standard to a background corrected sample having the same amount as the standard. 

Figure shows a fit to real data. Some curvature in the endpoint occurs.The stepwise approach 

worked well but can take several minutes to find the optimum fit for several elements and the fit 

resolution is limited to the step size. 

Two iterative predictive scalar determination methods were evaluated. One used early 

values to predict the end point and then subsequent values to refine the predicted endpoint. It was 

assumed that the endpoint would be primarily approached fiom one side and that the residuals 

would smoothly reduce as the best fit was approached. The step sue towards the endpoint was 

limited forcing several iterations and the stepsize was reduced as the endpoint was approached. 

When the stepsize was less than a significant difference or it began to oscillate and not rediduals did 

not reduce, the endpoint was assumed to be reached. One problem with this scheme was that in 

noisy data the algorithm could home in on a local value in the noise. In the case where the residuals 

remained constant, then the prediction could lead to large errors. 

A third fit algorithm was based on a Simplex approach. Basically the algorithm began with 

test scalar values known to be above and below the best-fit value. The next fit was then bracketed 

eliminating the worst fit data point using a new test value that was intermediate. In this way the 

algorithm oscillated towards a best fit case. This latter approach was generally fast and reliable but 

could in some cases home on an incorrect local minimum in noisy data. It also Limited the range of 
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the scalar fit. Figure 12 shows a fit based on the Simplex approach. Note that the scalar value will 

oscillate or ring down until a best fit occurs. 

One adjustment, which we did not initially fully appreciate, was the importance ofweighting 

the data That is contributions to the least squares residual needed to be weighted. Residuals fiom 

values near the background levels were not as importance as those &om strong signals. If the lower 

threshold were set too low than the standard peak would contain thousands of small pixel values 

that summation would cause a significant residual value. Figure 13 shows a histogram of a typical 

spectrum. Only a few thousand pixels actually contain information. More than 100,000 pixels are 

just background values. 

Furthermore it was learned that if data is weighted in direct proportion to the intensity of the 

standard pixels, then strong peaks in a standard would totally dominate the fit calculations, and 

minor peaks would not be considered. Elements with resonance lines like calcium and copper 

would only be fitted using those lines. Square root and equal weighting schemes appeared to work 

better and allowed for increase dynamic range of the data fit algorithm. Square root weighting had a 

slight advantage in giving larger peaks an increase in importance without over emphasiizing them. 

A better approach might be to examine the spectra of the unknown before data weighting is applied. 

If signals are weak then proportional weighting is generally preferred, but if signals are strong, then 

increase emphasis on the emerging weaker peaks should be used. Square root weighting appeared to 

be a reasonable compromise. 
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We found that the matrix background likewise had to be accounted. A small spectral shift in 

the background could lead to a significant number of background pixels being included in reference 

spectra. Our studies indicated that data should be negatively weighted against locations of high 

background. That is, if the background was high, then the user should be somewhat leery of 

information from those locations and de-emphasize the contribution made to the residual 

calculations from these locations. Figure 9 provides an actual listing of the code used to do the 

weighted residual calculation. 

The present algorithm works well, i.e. h e a r  straight-line data fits, when saturation is not 

present in the patterns of interest. The algorithm attempts to handle saturation by ignoring the 

saturated locations in the calculations. The fit about a peak is shifted to the wings of the peak to 

obtain fa residual data. A problem develops however when the unknown pattern has saturation 

peaks that are bigger than the wings of the standard. The scalar calculation starts to fall short of the 

true value. Although the present algorithm fails, those working with astronomical images have 

showed that a peak model can be used to handle the expansion of a large peak. The working 

information is still in the wings of the peaks of the unknown, but the peak center and other shape 

parameters come from the reference standard. The author has not found a way to do this modeling 

quickly. The present algorithm does an analysis in less than 1 minute on a 300 MHz Pentium 

computer, but an attempt to use a model fit took over 30 minutes. A faster modeliig approach is 

needed. Ground water samples ofien have this problem. Calcium in the water provides 

exceptionally large saturated peaks at the 393 and 396 nm lines. As shown in figure 8, the residual 

spectra for the calcium lines leaves rings. The centers have been nulled but the wings were 

incorrectly fit. 
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One of the goals of this project was to develop a tool that would help with working with 

truly unknown content research samples. The idea was to “peel” the known patterns and reveal the 

unknown and trace ones. Figures 14 to 17 illustrate this process. First, the background spectrum is 

removed, figure 15. Calcium and sodium l i e s  are immediately apparent and iron is suspected. 

Next we removed iron. Using the software to determine the best-fit scalar for the iron pattern and 

then using that scalar to subtract the iron image fiom the sample image gives Figure 16. Figure 17 

shows the residuals after removing the calcium, magnesium, and copper lines. Silica and boron 

spectra remained. 

Several compromises were made in the peeling process that hopefully future generations of 

the program would improve. A central one is that multiple subtraction of an image at background 

levels tended to over subtract because of the bias offset levels in the data. In our program the offset 

is nulled against a constant threshold level but in the true image the background thresholds are not 

constant. Pixels in locations between orders have lower values. Pixels at lower wavelengths have 

less background, and pixels closer to the center blaze are more sensitive than those on the wings. 

The initial background removal tends to account for much of this variation. Note that in Figures 14 

and 10 the order stripes are removed from the image. The background correction limited the 

program’s ability to display trace elements that were just above background levels. Most of the 

pixel variation was nulled by fist removing the blank spectrum, but still negative peaks could 

result. 

Conclusions 
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The study showed that spectral image matching could be useful to peel a spectrum to reveal 

unknown elements. The pattem-matching approach has the advantages that wavelength calibration 

is unnecessary. Unlike a conventional analysis, which assumes that the echelIe orders are well 

separated, interfering emissions kom spectral orders above and below the measured peak are 

included in the pattern. The algorithm can handle odd peak shapes such as those fiom hydrogen. It 

likewise includes odd shapes such as those from unresolved doublet structures. 
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LIST OF FIGURES 

Figure 1. Conventional analyses masks the spectrum using small pixel windows about l i e s  

of interest. In the Therm0 Jarrell Ash spectrometer each mask is usually 3 pixels high by 15 wide. 

Figure 2. Shown are two images. One is the full emission image from a high-level nuclear 

waste glass composition and the other is the same image with the background fusion matrix 

subtracted. 

Note that the calcium 393 and 396 nm lines have holes in them after data subtraction 

indicating that calcium was in the blank. 

Figures 3 Hood box 

Figure 4 Instrument Rack and Spectrometer 

Figure 5 Shows fiber W cutoff. 

Figure 6 Shows image math subtraction 

Figure 7 A calcium reference emission spectrum is shown. The spectrum is for 20 ug/L: 

calcium and has had the background matrix removed. The large emissions ffom left to right are the 

393.366(order = 67) nm l i e  and the 396.847(66) nm line. The 317.933(83), 315.887(83), and 

317.933(82) l i e s  are in a row below. Several of the minor calcium lines are visible and would be 

used in the pattern fit depending on the weighting scheme used. 
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Figure 8 Errors in Ca and Mg removal. 

Figure 9 Listing of the residual calculation source code. 

Figure 10 In simple solutions the stepwise iteration leads to a direct minimum point at a 

best-fit location. A plot of the fust derivative of the residual value calculations shows that the 

derivative passes through a zero value at the endpoint. 

Figure 11. Workmg with much more complex real samples showed that the endpoint 

calculations were not as simple as for pure standards. Curvature in the residual vales occurred but 

the endpoint was still revealed by the zero value of the derivative. Residuals in the wings that were 

far fiom the best scalar fit had wildly fluctuating values. 

Figure 12 shows a Simplex iterative fit. 

Figure 13 shows a histogram of a typical spectrum. Only a few pixels actually contain 

information. 

Figure 14 A emission image ofan unknown material found in a corroded air inlet duct. 

Figure 15. The background corrected image shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 16. The image after peeling the iron spectrum  om Figure 15 reveals patterns for 

silicon, calcium, magnesium, copper, zinc, and tin. 

Figure 17 shows that traces of boron, silicon, and copper remaining in the unknown. 
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// routine calculates the sum of the residuals squared for a given fit scalar 
double CCidDoc::CalcRes(double fitscale, double stdthres, boo1 blkfit, double blkthreshold) 

long ih,iw; 
double weighting; 
double sampixel; 
double biankpixei; 
double sumresd=O.; 
double res=O.; 
double stdpixel; 
long count=; 

if &&fit) 

for (i=lO;ih<cidheight- l0;ihct) 
{ 

f 

{ 

for(iw= IO;iw<cidwidth- 1 O;iw++) 
( 

//set weighting factors and check pixel value against thresholds 

stdpixel=holddata[2].data[i][iw];//holds standard data 
blankpixel=blkthreshol& //minimum intensity 
iqstdpixel>stdthres*blankpixel)weight~~s~(stdpixel-blankpixel); 
else weightinF0.; 
iqstdpixel>stdmaxthres)weighting=O.; // check for saturated peaks 

//use weighting to calculate the residual for a fit scalar (fitscale) estimate 
if (weighting!=O.) 

sampixel=bolddata[l].data[i][iw];/ holds the sample data 
res=(sampixel-fitscale*stdpixel); 
sumresx2=sumresx2+weighting*res*res; 
count++; 

1 

1 
else 

// if background had not been previous subtracted from the image 
//this branch does the same calculationn as above but sets the 

//where the reference matrix blank is stored. 
blan~ixel=holddata[4].data[~] [iwl; 
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Figure 1 - Typical Image Masks 

Figure 2 Typical Complex Research Sample 
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Figure 3 Photo of Remote Torch BOX 

Figure 4 Photo of Instrument Rack and Spectrometer 
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Figure 5 Shows Fiber UV Cutoff 
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Figure 7 Calcium Standard 

Calcium standard pattern. The Ca 393 and 396 
emissions dominate the pattern. The Ca 3 17 is in the 
pattern from two different orders. 

Figure 8 Errors in Ca and Mg Removal 

Image shows incomplete removal 
of the calcium and magnesium lines. 
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Figure 10 Simple Fit of Manganese Std 



Figure 12 Simplex iteration 
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Figure 13, Histogram of 512 x 512 = 262,144 pixel image 

Figure 14, Unknown sample 
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Figure 15, Unknown - fit blank I 

Unknown after the blank spectrum 

Figure 16 Unknown-blank-iron tit I Na5888t589 



Figure 17, Unknown -blank,Fe,Ca, Mg, Zn 
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Unknown residuals after Fe, Ca, Mg, Zn peeled 

Ground Water Full Image I 
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Ground Water Image background removed I 

Calcium Standard 


